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Danielle Saunders(March 31 1995)
 
My name is Danielle Saunders and i'm 16 years of age.
I attend Merl Grove High my previous school was Iris Gelly  father's name is
Allan Saunders and my mother's name is Sandra Green. I have two brothers;
Allan and Kevin  my three sisters Selena Johnson and Gabriel Saunders. I dont
know what is the other one's name.
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Angel
 
Roses are red,
Violets are blue.
I asked for an angel,
And God sent you.
 
I didn't get my angel,
What must I  do.
I know he is the one,
Wonder if its true.
 
Danielle Saunders
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Don'T Go
 
Don't go to Paris,
Don't go to France.
Just stay here in Jamaica,
And give me romance.
 
Danielle Saunders
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Love
 
Love is a treasure,
It is my pleasure.
To keep it in my heart,
Thats how love start.
 
Love is kind,
I must give mine.
Love is generous,
Sometimes dangerous.
 
Danielle Saunders
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Respect
 
Show respect to everyone,
Say goodmorning to anyone.
You could be old or young,
Remember to say hello to someone.
 
Don't disrespect a stranger,
As busy as a bee.
Saying excuse me is very clever,
Let respect fall on you and me.
 
Danielle Saunders
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Special
 
I am special throughout the day,
I am special in every way.
I am concerned about everyone,
I show respect to every man.
    I am special.
 
Danielle Saunders
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The Diamond
 
If i had found a diamond,
And it belongs to no one.
I would have sold it to someone,
For a very big sum.
 
The diamond would be like a pearl,
It have the greatest value in the world.
I thought i was very lucky,
I realized that very quickly.
 
Danielle Saunders
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The Sea
 
The first time i saw the sea,
It looked so beautiful to me.
The waves rush upon the shore,
I've never seen such wonderful sight  before.
 
I was entertained by the sound splashes made,
I felt  dazzled by the bright colour blue.
I was deep into this but  was invade,
I was enthusiastic and surprised i never knew what to do.
 
Danielle Saunders
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